The outage performance with best relay selection is proposed for cognitive relay networks with multiple primary users in independent nonidentical distributed Nakagami-m fading channels. Specifically, we take the interference temperature and fading severity into consideration. Exact closed-form expression of outage probability is derived. Based on the exact closed-form expression, we can evaluate the impact of interference temperature, fading severity, number of relays, and number of primary users on the secondary network. Finally, the effects of fading severity, number of relays, number of primary users, and interference temperature on the system performance are examined through some representative numerical plots, and the Monte Carlo results match perfectly with theory results which validates our theory analysis.
Introduction
The wireless communications have dramatically grown over the past decades and this trend is expected to continue with new and increasingly bandwidth-hungry mobile applications and services introduced every day. Meanwhile, according to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), large portions of the licensed wireless spectrum resources are underutilized [1] . As such, cognitive radio (CR) has recently been evolving as a promising technology to attain much higher spectrum efficiency by dynamic access [2] [3] [4] [5] . In CR networks, unlicensed users (secondary users) are allowed to reuse the licensed spectrum opportunistically if they do not cause harmful interference to the licensed users (primary users). As a result, this new communication technology can improve spectrum utilization dramatically.
Cooperative diversity [6] , emerging as a new spatial diversity technique, can effectively combat channel fading and enhance the throughput. The advantages of such cooperative diversity protocols proposed in [7] [8] [9] come at the expense of a reduction in spectral efficiency since the cooperative relays will transmit on orthogonal channels. The inefficient utilization of the channel resources in regular cooperative networks can be enhanced by using the relay selection strategy [10] , where only the best relay is selected to forward a source node's signal and thus only two channels (the best relay link and direct link) are required regardless of the number of relays.
Cooperation, in general, has great potential to be used in cognitive radio networks. By implementing a relay between base station and mobile node, the path loss can be reduced which leads to reduction of the outage probability as well as the enhancement of the coverage. The huge potential of achieving both spectrum sharing and relay benefits has resulted in enormous interest in cognitive relay networks [11] [12] [13] [14] . In [11] , it was shown that introducing a relay in cognitive networks will improve outage performance relative to its direct link counterpart. Assuming the presence of a direct link in the cognitive system, a tight lower bound expression for the outage probability of cognitive relay networks was derived in [12] . In [13] , the exact outage probability of underlay cognitive networks adopting decode-and-forward (DF) relaying considering best relay selection in Rayleigh fading channels has been derived. Most recently, the closed-form expression of outage probability in cognitive relay networks considering mutual interferences in multiple primary users has been derived in [14] .
The work done in [11] [12] [13] [14] was great and provided a good understanding on the outage performance of cognitive relay networks. However, most of them assumed Rayleigh fading environment. Recently, owing to this fact, some studies [15] [16] [17] [18] considered the outage performance in Nakagamim fading environment. In [15] , the exact outage probability of underlay cognitive relay networks using amplify-andforward (AF) relaying in Nakagami-m fading was derived. The outage probability of DF cognitive dual-hop systems was investigated, considering joint constraints on the peak and average interference powers at the primary receiver in [16] . In [17] , the outage probability of dual-hop cognitive relay networks considering the direct link has been derived. Most recently, the outage performance of dual-hop cognitive relay networks was analyzed considering multiple PUs in Nakagami-m fading channels in [18] .
However, the work done in [15] [16] [17] [18] has just considered single relay, ignoring the benefits of diversity of relay selection. To the best of our knowledge, the outage performance of dual-hop cognitive relay networks considering relay selection with multiple primary users in Nakagami-m fading channels is almost unexplored from the analytical point of view. To fill this important gap, we will derive the closed-form outage probability expression in such an environment in this paper. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing the system model and channel model in Section 2, the closed-form outage probability expression is derived in Section 3. In Section 4, numerical results are presented to validate the theory analysis. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
System Model
We consider underlay cognitive relay networks (in this paper, primary users are assumed closely located to be a cluster. As such, we assume that the distance between primary receivers is small compared to the distance between CT and each primary receiver. Therefore, for simplicity of analysis, the path loss is the same for CT and any primary receivers and is not taken into consideration in this paper) with the coexistence of primary network and secondary networks, as depicted in Figure 1 . In the secondary networks, cognitive transmitter (CT) transmits its data to cognitive destination (CD) with the help of cognitive relays ( ). Notice that cognitive relays denoted by = { | = 1, . . . , } are available to assist CT's data transmission and the DF protocol is considered throughout this paper. Moreover, we adopt the best relay selection scheme in this paper. Specifically, we denote ℎ 1 , ℎ 2 , ℎ 3 , and ℎ as the independent, nonidentical distributed channel links for the CT-, -CD, CT-, and -, respectively. These channel gains are modeled as Nakagami-m random variables. Then, the effective power channel gains |ℎ 1 | 2 , |ℎ 2 | 2 , |ℎ 3 | 2 , and |ℎ | 2 follow the gamma distribution with different fading parameters 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 and channel powers Ω 1 , Ω 2 , Ω 3 , and Ω 4 , respectively. Therefore, the probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of , for
respectively, where = /Ω, Γ(⋅) denotes the gamma function, and (⋅, ⋅) represents the incomplete gamma function [19] . The communications in the secondary system occur over a dual-hop transmission consisting of two distinct phases. In the first phase, the CT transmits its signal to all cognitive relays. In the second phase, the best relay in the decoding set forwards the signal to the cognitive destination. In order to avoid harmful interference to primary user, the secondary system should limit its transmit power. As such, the transmit powers at CT and can be mathematically written as
where denotes the maximum allowable interference power of primary receiver.
Outage Probability Analysis
This section focuses on the best relay selection problem in cognitive relay networks considering independent and nonidentical distributed Nakagami-m fading. As has been stated in Section 2, the adaptive cooperation scheme is divided into Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 two phases. As such, in the first phase, the received signal at the candidate relay can be expressed as
where denotes the signal transmitted by CT and represents the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the with zero mean and power spectral density 0 . For simplicity of analysis, we set [| | 2 ] = 1. Similarly, in the second phase, the best relay in the decodable set forwards the signal to the CD. As such, the received signal at the CD can be mathematically written as
where denotes the signal transmitted by the selected relay and represents the decodable set of relays. Similarly, we set [| | 2 ] = 1. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at and CD can be denoted by
respectively. In this paper, we are interested in characterizing the outage probability of the system, which is defined as the probability that the instantaneous capacity falls below a predefined rate threshold. Therefore, there are two possible cases for the data transmission depending on whether the decoding set is empty or not.
Case 1 ( = ). This case corresponds that all the cognitive relays cannot decode the signal transmitted by cognitive transmitter. The probability of this case can be denoted by
where denotes the threshold SNR of the considered system. Due to the common variable, the probability of this case cannot be derived in the traditional method. As such, we set = max |ℎ 3 | 2 . Therefore, the probability of this case conditioned on can be expressed as
According to the conclusion in [18] ,
where
, and 2 ≤ ≤ ( 1 − 1) − 1. Due to the fact that is the maximum of independent nonidentical distributed Nakagami-m variables, the PDF of can be denoted by
Herein, the probability of this case can be derived as
Mathematical Problems in Engineering where 1 can be expressed as
In this case, the outage probability of cognitive system can be expressed as Pr {outage | = } = 1.
Case 2 ( = ). This case corresponds that cognitive relays can decode the signal transmitted by cognitive transmitter. The probability of this case can be denoted by
where 2 is expressed as
Similarly, 2 conditioned on can be mathematically written as
Apply the expansion for an incomplete gamma function as follows:
We can evaluate the 2| = as
( 1 0 / )
As such, the 2 can be derived as
where 4 is denoted by
The exact of 3 can be easily deduced by substituting the parameters with their respective counterparts; that is, → − . In this case, the outage probability of cognitive system can be expressed as
(23)
As such, the 5 can be deduced as
where 6 can be expressed as
To this end, the outage probability of the considered system can be derived as
where Pr{ = }, Pr{outage | = }, Pr{ = }, and Pr{outage | = } are calculated as (13) , (15), (16) , and (23), respectively. Thus, the closed form of outage probability has been derived.
Numerical Results
In this section, we numerically evaluate the outage probability of the considered system. Specifically, all simulation results are obtained by taking expectation over 10 8 independent trials. Firstly, the outage performance of cognitive system versus number of primary users is presented in Figure 2 . From Figure 2 , the outage performance will deteriorate when the number of primary users increases. Moreover, the Monte Carlo results match perfectly with the theory analysis results, which validates the theory analysis.
Secondly, we evaluate the outage performance of cognitive system under adjustable maximum interference power of primary users with different number of relays. Results which are shown in Figure 3 illustrate that the outage performance will improve when the maximum allowable interference power of primary users increases. Specifically, the number of cognitive relays affects the diversity of the considered system. Similarly, the Monte Carlo results match perfectly with the theory analysis results.
Thirdly, the outage performance of cognitive system versus number of cognitive relays is depicted in Figure 4 . We can directly see from Figure 4 that the outage performance will improve greatly when the number of cognitive relays increases. Lastly, we evaluate the outage performance of cognitive system under adjustable channel gains. We can directly see from Figure 5 that the outage performance will improve when the channel quality of cognitive system increases or when the channel between cognitive system and primary system is in deep fading. Specifically, channel gains are not related to the diversity of the considered system. Based on simulation results, the obtained analytical results can guide us to design the system to maintain the outage probability.
Conclusions
In this paper, incorporating the best relay selection in a decode-and-forward cooperative spectrum sharing system subject to independent nonidentical Nakagami-m fading channels, the closed-form expression of outage probability was derived. Based on closed-form expression, we can evaluate the impacts of maximum allowable interference power of primary users, number of primary users, number of cognitive relays, and channel gains on the outage performance of cognitive system. Specifically, we validated our theory analysis through Monte Carlo simulation and found that the diversity is affected by number of cognitive relays.
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